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ROXANNE MARCOTTE

When they discovered the works of Aristotle, Muslims encountered a
gold mine of philosophical queries. In his works, reason and intuition were,
amongst so many of these queries, two notions that kept Islamic philosophers busy
for centuries, up until te present days. This paper would like to propose a
preliminary study of one particular aspect of Suhrawardi’s discussion regarding
knowledget. This study is more of an overview than a detailed account of his
epistemology. Nonetheless, it is a modest attempt at seeing how reason and, more
generally, the philosophical venture, are related to intuition and the mystical or
gnostic experience, particularly in the philosophical works of Shiháb al-Din
(Yahyá b. Habash b. Am¡rak) al-Suhrawardi (1153-1191), the shaykh al-Ishraq,
or te shaykh al-Maqtaf . The task at hand will be to investigate the role reason,
central in the works of te philosophers or, as Suhrawardi calís them, the
Peripatetics (i.e., more generally understood as being the Peripatetic philosophy
of Avicenna), plays in the former’s work, and how reason is conceived, defined,
and interpreted in light of his newly formulated terminology and division of
knowledge.

This papa has gttatly benif’tted from the judicious remarks made by Professors Hernian
Landolt, Todd Lawson and Parviz Morewedge. A shorter version of this paper was presented at the
SSIPS (Society for the Study of Islamic Philosophy and Science) / SAGP (Society for Ancient Greek
Philosopy) 15’> Annual Conference 1996, at Hinghamton University, SUNY (Oct. 25-7, 1996).
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He had befriended al-MaIik al-ZáIjir, son of SaláIs al-Dm

Ayyñb¡, governor of Aleppo.

Opposition by the ‘alamAs and their accusation against what ttey alleged was his clairn of prophecy,
led to Isis death in Aleppo (d. 1191) ordered by SaIáh al-Din Isimself, see Seyyed Hossein Nasr, Three
Muslint Sages (Camnbridge: Harvard tiniversity Pscss, 1964), 52-82; cf Henry Corbin. En islam
ira,tien: aspeczs spirituels ez philosop/tiques, vol. II, Sohrawardt ex ¿es pk4rotticiens de Pene (Paris:
Galtimard. 1971). 9-19. Some have argued (i.e., Mehdm Há’ir¡ Yasdi, Sayyed Hussein Nasr, Heniy
Corbin, Ashtiyáni) that Suhrawardi’s texts are essentially mystical in nature, ranking philosophy and
its mesbod a good second while, for others (i.e., Hussein Ziai, John Walbridge, MeMi Aminrazavfl.
his works combine both the mystical and the philosophical, as two compíenientazy methods or
“options” able to’attain, orto “ultimately “see” the same reality.” More speciftcally, concerning these
two methods, some have argued (cg., Yazdi) tIsat be has proposed a process which starts with
philosopby as a stepping board that leads to a IsigIsest tevel, tIsat of mystical experience, while others
have argued (cg., Nasr) that tIsrougb asceticism and philosopby one arrives at the mystical stage, whiíe
still others have proposed (e.g., Aminrazavfl, that besides the use of philosophy, as a valid method
to atta,n truths, “it was practising asceticism that resulted in illumination,” see Mehdi Aminrazaví,
“Suhrawardi’s Theory of Knowledge” (Ph.D. Diss., Temple University, 1989), 142-4. It is quite
obvious tIsat interpretations regarding the Suhrawardian method do not rally unanimity.
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Philosophy venus Mystical Experience
Some have mentioned that te shift made by Suhraward¡ from reason to
mystical or direct intuition is not one of substance but rather of emphasts, t.e.,
what is really called for in his works is tite predominance of a ‘~philosophical
intuition3”. The main difficulty which arises with such a claim is that the notion
of intuition generally used by Suhrawardi appears to be slightly different in nature
and in its function. In Aristoties works, philosophical intuition is usually
understood as a type of immediate knowledge or the faculty responsible for this
type of intuitive knowledge4. This philosophical intuition has a role, i.e., at a first
stage, in perceiving (intuiting) particulars of senses directly from the experienced
world; and, in addition, at a second stage, in perceiving (intuiting) universals or
generalizations and abstractions from the particulars (of senses). la Arabic, it is
often considered to be the function of “hads”, in te sense of “hitting correctly
upon the mark” and related to the notion of “acumen”5. This Aristotelian notion
was taken up by Avicenna, in whose works it plays a similar role in knowledge
acquired through demonstrations6. However, in tite works of Avicenna, intention
ts integrated into a greater philosophical system considerably influenced by

“hads-ifalsafah” see Hussein Ziai, “Musháliadali, Ravish-i Ishráq. va Zabán-i SIsir. Bahtht
l>trámún-i Nizám-i Falsafah-ye lshráq-i Shiháb al-Orn Sufiravarda lMystical Contemplation, Ishrñqí
Melbod ami Poetic Language. A Study on the System of Suhrawardi’s Philosophy of Illuminationí”.
Iran Nameh, 8 (1990). 83-4.
Intuition is dereived from the Latin and means “as contemplation” (irtzuitio), or “to gaze opon
(inzuerú, or “to look at” (tuerO.
lo the Posterior Analytics and tIxe Nichomacbean Ethics, see Dimitri Gulas, Avicenna and the
Ariatotelian Tradition. Introduction to Reading Avicennas F’hilotoplxical Works (Leiden: R t EdIl,
1988), 166-8, esp. 166; cf Idem, “Avicenna y. Mysticism,” Encyclopaedia Iranica, (1989), vol. III.
7%-SOIs.
6

Gutas somehow arrives to the conclusion that “Avicenna... is not interested in the ethical but

the epistemological fuoction of the concept hads (custochia, noz attchinoia)”, see Gotas, Avicenna <md
¡he Aristote/iart Tradition, 169; cf. Idem, “Avicenna y. Mysticism”, BOa.
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religious considerations7. Arid finally, it becomes an essential element in his
mystical philosophyt.
La Suhrawardi’s works, the Aristotelian or, more precisely, te Peripatetic
notion of intuition does, indeed, remains part of his Peripatetic outlook. For
example, he often appeals to the judgements of intuition (ahkam al-hads or hukm
al-hads or ycihkum al-liads)9. Again, in the Physics of his al-Lamahar he mentions
that, “the second [disposition] is its [the soul’s] state when it acquires the first
intelligibles (ma ‘qalár), and when it acquires tite secondary (rhawanfl
[intelligibles], either by means of thought [or the cognitive process] (bi-l-fikr) or
by intuition (hi-l-hads); and it is called the habitual intellect (‘aqí
b¡~l~malaka)tO. This passage occurs in a discussion which proposes essentially

Por example, Avicenna also makes use of the term faro (on te anthropological level).as a
means of acquiring knowledge within the broader lslaniic Iheological context, i.e., “the concepí of
natural intelligence providing innate, a priori knowledge, as expressed in the Qur’ánicfiira [...] and
jUra is precisely tbe term Avicenna uses lo describe Intuition in theological terminology” to which
corresponds such terms as “wahy (revelation), ilhñm (inspiration). and particularly badtha
(self-evident, spontaneous, orapriori knowledge,” see Gutas, AvicennaandzheAristozelian Tradition,
170; cf. John Walbridge, Tite Science of Mystic Lighzs. Qutb al-Din Shfráztand tite llluminazionist
Traditiott lo ¡sia,nic Phulosophy (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1992), 34-5.
8

GuLas nientions, regarding the notion of intuition, that, “It

[hadslis

a mental act whereby te

human intellecí comes into contact (ezíesal) with the active intellect (‘aql fa ‘‘al) and receives what
Avicenna frequently describes as “divine effluences” (fayz elahO, le., knowledge of the intelligibles
through the acquisition oftbe tniddle temis. h’ads constitutes Ihe 00/y point of episteniological contact,
in Avicennas thought, belween the sublunar and the supralunar realms, or between the mundane and
Ihe transcendental, and it refers lo a strict ami precise syllogistic process. Avicenna admits no olher
way to a knowledge of the intelligible world and ultimately of Ihe Necessaty Existent (wñjib
al’tvojtid),” see Gutas, “Avicenna. y. Mysticism,” 79b-XOa.
Suhrawardi, al-Taltvihñt [Tite Intimations] in Opera metaphysica et mys¡ica, vol. 1, ed. Henry
Corbin.
2”d ed., (Istanbul, Maarif Matbassi, 1945; Tehran: Instituí détudes et des recherches culturelles,
1993), 57; cf Idem, al-Mashár, wa al-Mutñrahñt ¡Tite Paths <md Haveos] in Opera, 1. 440; cf.
Hikmaf al-it/iraq [Tite Phulosophy of Illumination] in Opera metaphysica e; mystica, vol, II, cd. Henry
Corbin. 2’”ed., (Istanbul, 1952; Tebran: Instituí d’études ci des recherclies culturelles, 1993). 09. Thc
Milano; al’Ishrdq has been transíated ¡o Prench by Corbin, see Suhraward¡, Le livre de la sagesse
ortenzale. trans. Henry Corbin and cd. Christian Janibet, (Paris: Verdier, 1986). Suhrawardi’ goes on
Co mention in te Physics of his al-Lanzahaz that. ‘thought (fikr) is a movemcnt (Fmra/ah belonging
to tIse soul, by which it can acquire principIes (mahddt) 1~] intuition (hads) is the excellence <jada)
of tisis movement which does not require any efforts (balab),” see Suhrawardf Ki;db al-Lama/ifiz [Tite
Flashes of Ligitil, cd.. intro. and notes Émile Maalouf, 2Med., (1969; Beinjí: DáraJ-Naharli-l-Nash.r.
1991), 120.
O

al-L¡mahñz, 119.13-5.
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the same type of psychology that is found in Avicenna’s works’t. Furthermore,
tn Suhrawardi’s Hikmat al-Ishraq [Tite Philosophy of Illumination], there ts a
whole discussion in the section on Logic which deals with “intuitive premises”
(hadsryát)t2.
Nonetheless, the main thrust of Suhrawardi’s philosophy of Illumination
is the existence of a notion of intuition that might be better characterized, or better
defined as a “mystical” intuition. The important element in Suhrawardi’s thought
is the contemplative aspect at the heart of his conception of “direct intuition,” such
that vision or mystical contemplation (musháhada) becomes the basis for
judgements that now acquire a status similar to that of demonstrations. In his
Inrroduction to the I-Iikmar al-Ishráq, Suhrawardi alludes to this fact when he
states that traditional logical demonstrations become, at the stage of mystical
contemplation, superfluoust3. Hence, it seems that conceptual knowledge with
which philosophical intuition is usually associated is relegated to a’ secondary
position. In this scheme, pre-emínence is attributed to the function of receptivity
which is seen as transcending any type of human rational function. Although
“direct intuition” has now been given a novel inferential character, it is essentially
articulated to account for knowledge acquired through illumination (ishr~q) and,
moreover, to ultimately account for revelationt4. For Suhrawardi, “dircct

Cf. lbn Sana, !Otdb al-Najñt fi ol-Hikmnait a/-Maniiqiyah vea a/-iabi”iya vea a/-I/ñ/tfyah
[Tite
Book ofDehvrance Regarding &igical. Natural and Metapltysica/ WisdonsJ, cd. and intro. Majid
not4.”r <tt-h.,,t’ lhar oI.Aflc. ot.todLi IAt1S/10~\ ‘7OA 91t.S Fn, mi Fnolich tr’>uc «ce Pa7I”r Rohrnqn
Avicennas Psycito/ogy. An English Transiation of Kitñb a/-Najar. Book SL Citapter VI with
Historico-PJti/osophicallnsproveníetztson tite Cairo Edújon (London: Oxford University Press. 1952),
34-6.
2

Hiknía¡ al-Is/trñq, 40-2 (no.30). The whole discussion is aboot demonslration (bar/tan) (it is

also found in the a/-Talwíitñt) in which intuitive premises play a role in acquiring real knowledge.
These are either empirical or traditional asid are nol obtained by induction; asid proofs “based on
insuition are sisared by <hose with the sanie intuitive capabilities only,” see Hossein Ziai, Know/edge
ar,dI//aroination. A Szudy ofSuhrawardPsflekntata/’/shraq (Atlanta, Ocorgia: Schotars Prcss. 1990).
71-2.
3

Suhraward¡ mentions that “tise valid intuition (a/-hadt a/-.!a/ttlt) judges without any appeal

to a proof (¡tuija) Lrequired InI a logical demonstration (barban).” see a/-Ta/wiitdt, 57.
In one of Christian ianibet’s notes to tise French transíation of the Hikmat al’lshrdq. it it
wrtttcn that “QO. [Qu;b al-Din Siti’rdzfl explique le rapport entre la mokásitafa et la osos/alliada:
celle-ci serait ici une «vistialisation» plus qutine «vision tnentale>’. En effet, la rnosiaiitada est plus
particuliére, plus spéciale que la mokás/safa. La différence entre les deux est celle du général el du
propre. Cependant dasis Le Livre du Verbe du Saufisme (chapílí: «De lAme pensante comnie Verbe»),
Sobravardí disait.’ «La mokásitafa, cesí l’actualisation dune connaistance par láme, soit par une
déduction, soit par inf¿rence, soit par une intuition secréte se rattachant á une chote particoliére
échéant dasis le pasté ou dasis lavenir». El En bref, la mokáshafa, au sens le plus général. est
révélation-intérieure.intuition, vision-mentale, inspiration imaginative. Lanwsha/zada estvisualisation,
perception-visionnaire, organe des apparitions,” see Suhrawardi, Le /ivre de ¡a sagesse orienta/e, 86
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intuition” is intrmnsically linked to the mystical experience, and, accordingly, such
terms as “dhawq” or mystical perception, “kashf’ or mystical vision, and
“mukñshafdr”, or mystical revelations, alí correspond to different aspects of a more
general notion of mystical intuition. In Suhrawardi’s works, this more general
notion of .mystical intuition is, perhaps, best defined by his own use of the
expression “mystical contemplation” (mushahada). It is also possible to resort to
te expression “direct intuition” as an English equivalent for SuitrawardVs
“mystical contemplation” (musháhada). It is perhaps less with te term “mystical”
that the problem resides than with the expression “contemplation” which can, at
times, mean a sort of spiritual meditation, especially in Christian religious
practice, e.g., concentration of tite mmd and of the soul upon the nature of God.
The term contemplation can also mean te process of thoughtful, or long
consíderation, or observation of a particular thing. Tite latter would be able to
indicate the more spiritual elements at te heart of Suhrawardi’s philosophy, but
direct intuition” perhaps philosophically more neutral will be used in tis
study to correspond to Suhrawardi’s “mystical contemplation” (mushdhada), the
central notion in his conception of direct knowledget5.
-

-

Ontology of Light
The shift of emphasis from purely philosophical to more mystical aspects,
and a new status attributed to direct intuition (mushihada) must be understood
within tite general metapitysical system elaborated by Suhrawardi and, in
particular, his distinct ontology of Light. With his philosophy of Light, he
introduces a new realm of discourse, i,e., the language of the Titeosophists
(al-hukamñ’ al-murcialliha) engrossed in the pursuit of Godtá. It might not be
far-fetched to say that, with the introduction of his new terminology, he signals
his departure from the purely philosophical discourse, and this payes the way for
his more mystical and gnostic-oriented redefinition of metaphysicst7. Most of his
Ishrñqi or “Illuminative” terminology makes use of symbols (rumaz) ané
metaphors, and this holds even more true for tite most important of his symbols,

note d.
SuIsrawardi, Le /ivre de la sagesse orienta/e, 198.
These “lights” are not merely the ones mentioned in tbe Quran (Sara: a/-Piar) but, they are
also made to correspond to those existing in [ranian pre-tslamic traditions. His terminology should be
compared with the existing ones developed by tise pIsilosophers, the theologians asid tise Sufis, cf wirh
the tripartite classification of KIswárizmT, Mafarih al- ‘U/am [Tite
Keys ¡o tite SciencesJ, (Cairo,
1921). The “Theosophists” liar, itere, no modero and popular nraning; ratiser, it was comed by Corbin
as a transíation of al-itukantñ’ alqnu¡a’alliha.
t7

Tise philosophy of Suhrawardt incorporates nunierous elenients derived froni tiseological and
niystical milicus, as welI as froni tise pre-tslaniic Iranian traditiona.
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te., Light as the essence of everythingtt. On the whole, his symbolism of Light,
especially in his Persian mystical treatises as well as in bis Hikmar al-Ishrdq,
often overshadows tite similarities that bis philosophical stands share with
Peripatetic philosophyt9. Tite extent to which it departs from the latter owes
much to tite mystical and religious elements that are introduced from both his
personal ascetic practices and, more crucial for the re-articulation of his
philosophy, bis own mystical expertences, in addition to elements coming from
the Neoplatonic tradition, especially its ever so popular theory of emanation20.
Suhrawardi with bis philosophy of Light attempts to do away with
concepts in general, such as existence, unity, matter, form, and so on, as the
sources of our knowledge of reality2t, insomuch that bis ontology of Light -a
criticism of the Peripatetic epistemology- substitutes to most of tese terms its
own Ishráqíterminology. He substitutes to these concepts a whole symbolism of
Light which becomes simultaneously the new structure of reality and the object
of knowlcdge22. However, owing to (he very nature of symbols, it is not only thc
concept of Light, but bis whole terminology, he asserts, which is deficiení in
expressing and describing the true nature of this reality. Light, as a concept,
becomes more than te conccpt of existence, it becomes the subsrraruni of
reality23.

These “secrets” or “symbols” (a/-rumñz) are discussed in <he a/-Talwihñt; cf. Ziai, Know/edge
and 1//uminarion, 23 n.3.
“‘ Cf. Majid Fakhrii, “AI-Suhraward¡’s Critique of tise Muslim Peripatetics (a/-Masitsitd ‘un)” in
Phulosophies of Existence. Ancient and Medieval, cd. Parviz Morewedge, (New York: Pordham
University Press, 1982). 279’84; cf Idem, “al-Suhrawardi wa Maákhidhhú ‘alá al-Mashshá’¡n
al- ‘Art”, in cd, asid intro. lbráhtm Madkúr, a/-Kitdb a/-Tadhakñrf Shaykh a/-ls/iraq [Memorial.
Shihab a/-Din al-Suhrawardi’ (MaUre de l’lshrñq)] (Cairo: al-Hay’ali al-Misríyah li-l-Kisáb,
139311974).

20

Regarding <he symbolism of his work, cf Michael Byleby, “TIse Wisdom of llluniination: A

Study of <he Prose Siories of Suhrawardf” (PhD. Diss., University of Chicago. 1976); and Kázem
Tehráni, “Mystical Symbolism lo Four Treatises of Suhrawardi” (Ph.D. Dis»., Columbia University.
1974). On the ‘orality” of ihe philosophy of Suhraward¡, see Ziai, lótow/edgc and //lumination. 19.
2t Suhrawardi notes thai

“if ihere is anything in existence that does not oecd to be made known,

is Ihe tnanifest. Since there is nothing tnore ma.nifest <han light, tisen ihere la nothing les» o need
of being made koown’, fi/anal, t3; quoted in Walbridge, Tite .Scieoce of Mystic Lighís, 44.
tt

22

Suhrawardí rcmarks that thc itnniatcrial light. as a symbol can ooly be an’alogous lo physical

light, see Hik.’nat a/-lsitrdq, líO.
23

Walbridge mcnt¡ons that tome have equated the Suhrawardian concepí of L¡ght with tk’
concept of existence, cg. Nasr and Izutsu, see Walbridge, Tite Sejence of Mystic Ligltis, 48-9; cf. Nasr,
Titree Mus/mm Sages, 151-52 n. 27; and Toshihiko lzutsu, Concept and Reali,v (Tokyo: Keio lostitute
of Cultural and Lioguistie Studics, 1971), 144-5.
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His ontology of Light incorporates a not so unfamiliar emanationist
sciteme. To begin with, titere is a First Light, the Closest Light (al-nar al-aqrab)
which corresponds to the First Intelligence of tite Peripatetics’4. It exists as a
separate (mujarrada, i.e., from matter) Light25 endowed with a two-fold impetus:
on the one hand, it loves (yuhibbu) and contemplates (.yushdhidu) tite Light of
Lights, i.e., God, tite source of alí Ligitts, situated aboye it; while, on tite other
hand, it controls (yaqharu) and illuminates (ashraqa) what lies below it26, The
only difference between tite First Ligitt and the Light of Ligitts lies in titeir
relative degree of intensity (shidda) such titat te perfection of te Light of Lights
rests precisely in its utmost intensity of light.
By the same token, te ontological hierarchy of Ligitts is defined in
similar terins of perfection, intensity, or abundance (ghanO; while, with regards
to the Light of Ligitts and to alí other superior Lights, it is defined in terms of
impoverishment qaqrr). Similar to the classical Peripatetic scheme, a fxrst Soul
and a first Sphere come into existence from te First Intelligence, along witit the
ensuing emanation of te subsequent Intelligences, Souls and Spheres27. Por
Suhrawardi, the First Ligitt, motivated by love and sameness, contemplates the
Light of Lights, and from te relation it maintains with it originales another light.
Thereupon, a procession of Lights ensues. Tite multiplicity of these Lights results
from both mystical contetnplation of te superior levels of Light and illumination
of Ihe lower levels by the superior -directly as well as indirectly- through the
intermediary of the Pirst Light and ah the other separate Lighís2t. Each Light
entertains the same type of ontological relation as regards to tite Lights aboye and
below it, a relation which is responsible for the origination of everyíhing that lies
below each individual Light. Witen the First Light sees its own impoverishment,
its own malter and sitape are obtained2». As tis process goes on, the Spheres
and the elemental world alí come into existence30.

24

Hikmaj al-ls/iraq, 125, 126-9; cf Opera, 1, 61-2, 165-6. For Qutb al-Din Shiráz¡,

Suhrawardr’s conimentator, the First Light corresponds té the first elemení (‘unnlr al-awwao and
the universal soul (‘aq) a/-kull), see Waibridge, Tite Sc/ence of Mystic Lig/its, 60 o. 79.
25 Hikma¡ a/-Isitraq, 126.

26

Hiksnat a/-Ishrdq, 135-7. 140.

27
Hikntat al-ls/iraq, 122, 177-83, 181; cf. Risd¿afft’riqadal-Hukama’ [Episile Regarding Tite
Piti/osopher’s Creed] in Opera, 11, 264-5.
28

Uikntat a/-lsitraq, 125, 126-7, 132-4, 142-3, 145-7.

29

Hikniat al-ls/iraq, 132-4, 138-43; cf Ziai, Know/edge aná l/luntinahon, 165.
Hikmar al-ls/iraq, 138.
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It becomes clear from the aboye that Suhrawardi -like the Peripateticsarticulates his ontology of Light according to an emanationist scheme. The
emanationist scheme of the latter is basically linear: from the First Intelligence
emanates the Second, from the Second the Third and so on; whereas, Suhrawardi
introduces a two-dimensionality into the process. It should, nonetheless, be noted
that this traditional and linear procession of Intelligences is not wholly rejected,
e.g., in his 1 ‘tiqád al-Hukamñ’ Jibe Philosopher’s Creed], altough, in the end,
Suhrawardi does replace the sciteme of the ten traditional Intelligences wit an
infinite multiplication of Lights3t. He justifies tis position by arguing that if the
traditional Neoplatonic scheme were adapted, it would have for consequence the
limitation of the number of the Intelligences. In contraposition, he redefines his
ontology in terms of Light-participation with the essential characteristic of being
devoid of any type of limitation»2. Light is distributed almost in an exponential
manner to the rest of reality, both horizontally and vertically33. Theexpansion,
even the explosion of the Neoplatonic emanationist scheme into an almost infinite
series of relations has transformed the traditional ontology of emanation into a
theory of participation of Light. Suhrawardi sets up a metaphysics in wIsich Light
is now the principIe of the whole; whereas, previously, this principIe had been the
Intelligence (nous) of the Neoplatonists. The hierarchy of Intelligences gives way
to his more encompassing re-articulation of ontology. Por the Neoplatonists, the
original source -the One- partakes in everything while losing nothing of itself.34
Similarly, for Suhrawardi, tere is the same type of unity of the whole, a kind of
ontological monism rendered necessary by his philosophy of Light3».
Light, while it is first and foremost used to designate God in the
expression of te Light of Lights, it is also used to describe symbolically the
nature of the soul. Moreover, and more relevant for the purpose of this paper, it
describes symbolically te knowing “agent” in man. Suhrawardi’s ontology of
Light is responsible for the redefinition of the relationships reason has with the

31

Milano! a/-/sitrdq, 140, 156-7; cf.

32

Risa/a

Walbridgc,

Tite Sc/ence of Myst¿c Ligitts, 58,6V

[ti‘tiqad a/-Ht,kamñ’.264-it.

~‘ Toshihiko Izotsu, “Ishrdqi’ya”, Encyc!opedia of Re/ig,on, 16 vols., cd. Mircea Eliade, (New
York: Macmillan Pub., 1987), voL 7, 296b-301a, esp. 299a-300a. The horizontal level of Ligisis have
been interpreted as <he Platonic Ideas, see Waibridge, Tite Sc/ence of Mystic Ligitts, 177-9.

Plotinus, for example, conceived of tise Intelligence as “giving of itself without Iosing itself,”
cf. ciap. un Tliemistius in Octave Hanielin, La tit¿orie de lintelíer! daprés Ar/siote e! ses
commenta!eurs. cd. Edmuod Barbotin, (Paris: i. Vrin, 1953).
For an interpretation of a hint of “manichean dualisni” in Suhrawardi’s thought, see Hermano
Landolt, “Mystiqoe iranienne: Suhrawardi Shayk/i al-Isitrdq (549 1 1155 - 587 ¡ 1191) et ‘Ayo
al-Quzát-i Hamadán¡ (492/ 1098- 525/1131)” in Iranian Civi/ization ami Cu/ture, cd. Charles 1.
Adaras, (Montreal: Institute of tslamic Studies, M’Gill University, 1972), 32, 37 n. 60.
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source of its knowledge, te Light of Lights. In this respect and by extension,
Light corresponds to tite intellect36, Light, being the essence of everything, it is
titerefore able to know everything directly and without any type of mediation, i.e.,
without mediation of concepts, except titrough te mediation of individual
personal experience. Direct intuition, which presupposes te immediate grasping
of a certain knowledge, i.e,, of the manifestation of Light, must be considered the
most perfect mode of cognition. These Lights, the product of illumination (ishrdq),
are simultaneously the principie of bot being and knowing. Light, as te principIe
of knowledge, ultimately finds itself at te core of revelation and becomes the
principIe of divine inspiration prophets and sages necessarily experience when
they grasps tite real truths37.
Essence of Knowledge
Shams al-Din Muhammad al-Shahraziiri (d. after 687/1288) summarizes
the types of knowledge he found expressed in Suhrawardi’s works. In the Preface
he wrote to the Iclikmar al-Ishraq, he makes a fundamental epistemological
distinction for what he considers to be te nature of essential knowledge: on the
one hand, there is a discursive or demonstrative (bahthíya) as well as an
intellectual (nazari’ya) knowledge and, on the other hand, there cxists an
“experiential” (dhawq(ya) knowledge based on mystical perception (dhawqíya)
-sometimes identified as mystico-theosophical perception (ikma dhawqrya)35- as
well as a mystical vision (kashjiya99. These two essential, although different,
types of knowledge will naturally cali upon different metods: for te former, a
philosophical method will be necessitated while, for the latter, it will consist of
a mystical or gnostic method. Botit metods are quite distinct. First, there is the
method of the philosophers which is essentially conceptual and Aristotelian as it
resorts to an “observation of te sensibles” in order to produce knowledge, e.g.,
the method by which man produce the different sciencest It relies basically on
the faculty of reason (‘aqí) and, in a broad sense, on demonstrative methods.
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See <he Appendix in Walbridge, Tite Sc/ence of Mystic Lights, 194-5; cf Aminrezaví,

“Sul,rawardi’s Theory of Knowledge,” 157.
Hikntat a/-Isitr,Sq, 11-2.
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See <he Introduchon of Sisabrazorí, Hikntat a/-Isitrdq, 5 asid 79 o. a.

Mi/una! a/-Isitrdq, 5-6.
Suhrawardr’s niajor criticisni of Peripatetic principIes takes the forni of a criticism of <heir
notion of definition which niakes it impossible lo know anything because knowledge is acquired by
concepts. He substitutes to it, as a consequence of his own ontology, a theory of deftnition based on
direct knowledge of divine matters. TIsis, in tui, becomes the model for bis epistemology and, in fact,
isis wbole cosmology, see Walbridge, Tite Sc/ence of Mystic L/g/tts, lOt.
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Essentially discursive in nature, tite process of thought <fikr) relies on concepts
and their representations which, in turn, necessitate both forms and mental
concepts4t. In the Ishrúqf terminology, it is known as an acquired knowledge
(‘ilm husillO. According to Suhrawardl, it is, although limited, a valid method
which is useful for explaining what can be known through the other superior
process, i.e., direct intuition42. Presumably, reason -or intellect- ranks quite high
in the realm of discursive knowledge; however, the criterion for truth in the realm
of intuitive knowledge -which gives access to the realm of tite divine and of te
experiential- cannot rest on reason, or intellect alone, if at alí.
Besides the method of the Peripatetics, titere is a spiritual means more
adapted to the divine realm; tese spiritual means are such Jshráqí notions as
vision (ibsdr), mystical vision (kashf), and mystical contemplation (musháhada),
and they are the sole guarantors of true knowledge. The spiritual method, sharing
much with te metod of the mystics and te Gnostics, rests on te “observation
of some of tite spiritual realities” from which true knowledge can be derived43.
A glimpse of what Suhrawardi alludes to is pointed out witere he notes tat what
he has written in his book, not withstanding his allegorical works, was not the
result of “discursive thought” (fikr) but, rather, its obtainment was achieved by
“another means” (bi-amr dkhar), corresponding to the fmits of his own
experience”. In fact, he mentions that he addresses those who, like him, are
already “accomplished spiritual seekers (mujtahid) experienced in mysticism [...]
or who aspire to it4»”.
Titerefore, mystical perception is a more “direct method,” adapted for the
divine realm. It is better organized and ruled than the ¡nethod of the philosophers,
and it requires less efforts in order to yield any results. Immediate knowledge is
achieved through a process of mystical and direct intuition by which tite unveiling
presence of tite known occurs to the knower, and not when occurs the imprinting
of a form, as was the case with the Peripatetics’ adoption of the principies of
Aristotelian psychology. This type of mystical knowledge has come to be known
as a presential knowledge (‘ilm hudilrfl. Moreover, the’ principIe of this

4<

It is conceptual (tasawwur) and astertorical (¡asdíq), see IIikmat a/-ls/irdq, 5
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Hik,nat a/-ls/iraq. 12. Some principies of Isitraqí philosophy are sound Peripatetic principIes,

‘e., their methods and conclusions which he has not rejected and which he considers a major pan <o
be generally valid, see WaJbridge, Tite Selence of Mystic Ligh!s, 33.
‘» Sulirawa,dT notes that, “we conteniplate (nusitñitidu) tliings ftoni <lic spiritual realities
(ruhñniyñ!>; thereafter, we builí upon <hese observations,” see HíkmaI a/-ls/iraq, 13.
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experiential method is essentially illumination (ishraq) and an Ishráqi’ relation
(al-idáfa al~ishrdqfYa)#, capable of explaining the immediate and a-temporal
character of titis type of knowledge47. Therefore, in grasping te essence of the
object, this type of knowledge, witich is essentially of a direct intuitive nature (as
tite term itself
hudflri
implies) precludes te use of any logical or
demonstrative metitod4<, There is no place for the mediation of concepts.
Direct intuition (i.e., mystical contemplation> lies at the cross-roads of
mystical experience or contemplation (mushahada) and illumination (ishrdq) in
which it partakes. Although Suhrawardii establishes direct intuition alongside
reason, he argues, nonetheless, tat certainty only lies within te reach of the
“experiential” (dhawqi’ya) method, i.e., of mystical perception4». Tite personal
experience of the true seeker (mujtahid) which is conceived as a direct
intuition-like process is at the heart of his mystical contemplation. Accordingly,
this personal experience possesses a distinctive and unique character that makes
it impossible to be conceived as a mediating agent on par with such things as
concepts. It would, therefore, seem impossible to simply equate direct intuition
with any type of “philosophical intuition”, or with the Aristotelian notion of
“acumen”, involved at tite conceptual level of the thinking process, even at its
most abstract level»0.
-
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It is the result of a “knowledge based on illumination and presence” ( ‘Hm al-isitraqí’

a/-hudiiri) established by <he existence of an “illuminationisí relation” (al-idafa aI-isliraqi’ya)”, see
¡Llena! a/-Isitraq, 97-103; cf. Ziai, Know/edge and 1//titninaiion. A Study of Suitrawardts Hiknsat
a/-ls/iraq (Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Presa, 1990), 140-3,
Both of these knowledge enjoy an ontologicaJ relation such thai acquired knowledge (‘ile,
itusú/t> can be reduced lo presential knowledge (‘1/ni hud&rO, see Sayyed Muhanimad Reza Hejl.sI,
“Knowledge by Presence. A Comparative Study based on <he Epistemology of Suhrawardi (d.
587/1191) aod Mullá Sadrá Shirázi (d. 1050/1640)” (MA. Thesis, Montreal: Institute of lslaniic
Studics, M«Gill Universiíy, 1994), 43-4; cf Mehd¡ Ha’iti Yazdi, Tite Principies of Epistentology in
ls/antic Philosophy. Know/edge by Presence (New York: SUNY, 1992).
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Knowledge by presence is resuicted to inmaterial existenís nnd excludes any possibility of

ascribiog trate-false judgments, hence it is free from falsity, see Hl/una! al-ls/iraq, lO.
49 l-Iik.ma¡a/-lsraq, 232; cf. Hejázl, “Knowledge by Presence,” 43-4. Ií is interesting <o note thai
is/trúqfis associated wilh illomination, Hik.’nat a/-ls/iraq, 121.

As was briefly mentioned earlier, these niys<icaJ implications do not seem lo find an echo o
Avicenna’s use of <he notion of intuition; rather, he used it niott in <he sense of intellectual as<u<eness
even acumen. However, Zial mentions that Ibn SinS’s concep< of intuition (itads), which is linked
lo <he intellecí in itabuiu (‘aqí bi-/-nwlaka) and which ultiniately occur» as a result of tise divine
inlellecí (‘aqí quitO exet’ted att influence on Sulirawardi, for intuition in Ihe lattcís work is
responsible for grasping the intelligibles without temporal extensioti and does not require the help of
instruction at tise hand of a teacher, see Ziai, “Musháhadah, Ravish-i tshráq, va Zabán-i Shi’r,” 83;
oíl Idem, Knowledge and Iflumination, 155.
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It is important to notice that Suhrawardi introduces mystical knowledge,
alongside a more discursive type of knowledge, essentially as a consequence of
his own ontology of Light, Light being the essence of evetything. Mystical
contemplation and illumination become like two epistemological principies, at the
heart of the “true” knowing process, and this as a corollary of his ontology. There
is no doubt that for Suhrawardi it is te spiritual level which is the realm of pure
existence. On tis metaphysical horizon, the relations that are established between
the different levels of Light are conceived either in terms of contemplation or of
illumination, In other words, a contemplation of the superior Lights is
complementary to an illumination of the lower Lights by the higher ones.
Knowledge at this level combines the Light’s self-consciousness of its divine
essence, i,e., the nature of its Light, and te realization of being, itself, an
illumination of tite first principIe, the Light of Lights. The same type of
relationship that prevails between the Lights at the metaphysical level also prevails
at the physical level»t. Lights, which manifest themselves to others are also
manifest by themselves and to themselves. It is interesting to note that these
Lights conceived as self-conscious are able to know in quite similar ways as
Neoplatonic Intelligences. t-laving deftned the essence of existence as Light,
Suhrawardi can then proceed to make titis type of mystical knowledge an
immediate knowledge rooted in the spiritual experience of the Lights (i.e., those
that become apparent, or manifestedV2. On the whole, the ontological
underpinning of the spiritual experience is the Ishráqf ontology of Light.
Turning to Suhrawardi’s psychology, it is noteworthy that it shares sorne
similarities with the one of Avicenna. In such works as al-Lamahcu (te section
on Physics), the division of the interna1 senses of the soul is a quite familiar
schcme: the sensus communis, the faculty of representation, thc imaginative
faculty, the estimative faculty, and the recollective faculty»3. However, thc
essential Peripatetic distinctions established between each of these different
faculties of the soul are rejected by Suhrawardi, so tat the essentially Peripatetic
conftguration of his psychology may make way for his ontology of Lights.
Suhrawardi’s psychology lumps togetiter alí the preceding faculties into one (by
drawing an analogy with the classic’al sensus communisV’. As for the
classification of the different functions of the rational soul, it does not greatly

st Walbridge,
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Tite Science of Mystic Ligit!s, 109; cf Hl/una!, 110-3.

a/-Mas/iari’ vea /-Mu!ara/idt, in Opera, 1, 194-5.

Hikma¡ a/-lsitrdq, 209 f., 220-4.
~ Wheeler M. Thackston. Tite Mystical ami Visionary Treatises of S/iihabuddin Yaitya
Su/ira veardí (London: Octagon Press, 1982), 18 n. 19; cf with <he very critical review of Hermann
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depart from the classical distinctions made between the different intellects: tite
hylic intellect, the intellect in habitu, the intellect in actu, and the acquired
intellect5». Rut then again, te distinctiveness of each of tese functions of the
rational soul gives way to te soul’s ability at receiving Light. Peripatetic
psychology is tus one of te building blocks at te heart of Suhrawardl’s own
epistemology to which he can then substitute his own Light terminology. His
ontology of Lights introduces the notion of the commanding Light (nar isfahbad)
to correspond to tite managing rational soul; it introduces the notion of the
triumphal Light (núr al-qáhir) to correspond to the intellect5’>. It is, it seems, tite
new emphasis on the process of a direct intuition as a means of acquiring
knowledge that serves to bridge te gap that exists between two types of
perception bot physical and spiritual.
In te works of Suhrawaid¡, direct intuition is not really a faculty but,
rather, a function operating not so differently than the function of vision on which
Suhraward¡ dwells on at length and from which he derives many analogies. Direct
intuition, as vision of the abstract Lights or as mystical contemplation
(musháhada), acquires a novel and important epistemological function. Vision of
the abstract Lights through contemplation becomes the mediator between tite
knowledge of the physical world (i.e., te perception of the manifestations of the
physical lights) and the knowledge of tite spiritual world (i.e., the perception of
the pure and abstract Lights). Only the second type of knowledge corresponds, for
Suhrawardi, to tite real goal sought by alí genuine seekers of trut.
Where there had been a rational foundation to certainty (as in the
Aristotelian and Peripatetic philosophical tradition), Suhrawardi now adds to it an
experiential and essentially mystical foundation: certainty consists of divine
knowledge obtained by divine inspiration befalling man. Mystical perceptions such
as direct intuition, a combination of inspiration and revelation, acquires a new
necessity. Light reveals itself at tite individual level and, consequently, direct
intuition, or immediate perception, of Light now becomes the ultimate source of
trutit. It is interesting to see that one of Suitraward¡’s commentators, Muhammad
Sharif b. al-Haraw¡ (fI. í1~ c.), commenting ~n the former’s philosophy, notes
tat what is acquired by prophets, and those who might be labelled Titeosophists
(hukamñ-i iláhO, are mystical revelation (mukashafa), presential experience or
mystical contemplation (musháhada), revelation (wahí) as well as inspiration
-

Kit&b al-Innmn ita:, 113-21 and, in the sanie work, see the Preface , xii-xiv; anotherediíion of
<he text exist, but it only comprises <lic metaphysics, sea Suhrawardi, 5/k Risñlait az Sitaykli Isitrclq.
al-A/vial» al- ‘Inzñdíya, Kalinmt a/-Tasavavauf al-Lama Mt, cd. Najaf-Ghol¡ Habibt, (Tehran:
Anjuman-i Shahansbahi-yi Falsafab-yi IrAn, 1397/1977); cf with tise ¡njroducjion of Thackston, Tite
Mystical and Visionary Treatises, 11-3.
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(ilhdm)»’. These four states would seem to constitute varying degrees of divine
manifestation and experiential perceptions. Tite religious implication of
Suhrawardi’s position for the traditional Islamic theory of revelation cannot be
minimized; as a matter of fact, it should not be forgotten that Suhrawardi was put
to death on alleged charges of claiming the possibility of te advent of another
Propitet5t. Furthermore, this divine knowledge, in a way ineffable, can only find
its expression through symbols which, Suhrawardi mentions, are such that tey
are non-refutable by means of logical demonstrations and thus, quite obviously,
tey contain their own intrmnsic truth criteria,
Suhrawardi, by appealing to both reason and direct intuition, seems to
want to integrate both te demonstrable and the “experiential” aspects of two
different experiences: the intellectual and the mystical. However, the fact that he
establishes with his philosophico-mystical explanation the pre-eminence of the

experience of direct intuition (i.e., mystical contemplation) shóuld not be
underestimated. It becomes clear that knowledge acquired through philosophy and
te one acquired through mystical experience are not identical. Moreover, the shift
from reason to direct intuition is indicative of the new mystical orientation of
Ishr&qf philosophy and its ascetic aspect mentioned by Qutb al-Din Shirázi (d.
1311) who writes that the Ishráqf method rests primarily on “mystical perception,
internal revelations, due to continuous practice of spiritual exercises”5». In any
case, Suhrawardl himself states that knowledge corresponds, ftrst and foremost,
to the actual mystical perception or personal experiencing of the truth; it is to be
followed subsequently by philosophical proofst

~ Quoted by Ziai, “Mushflhadah, Ravish-i tshráq, va Zabán-i Shir”. 94 n. 15; cf
Shar¡f NizA»»» al-Din Ahniad b. al-Harawi, Anwñriyya. ¡it c. AH. Persian Transíation ami
Contmentary on Suitrawardí’s HIKMAT AL-ISHRAQ [P/ii/osop/iyof 1/¿umina!ion], cd. Hosscin Zial,
2”> cd., (1357/1978; Teisran: Aniir Rabir, 1363/t984).
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vehemently opposed and attacked by <be ‘ulama’.
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Sulirawardi, Le ¿ivre de la sagesse orienta/e, 241 n. 23; cf. Ibid., 241 n. 24 on ccrtainty.
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derived ni thc f,rs< instance from niystical intuition,” seo Walb/idge, Tite Science ofMys!ic LigAus, 42;
cf Mi/una! al-Ishrñq, 162-5. Walbridgc also adds <bat “Tite Philosop/iy of Illum¡na¡ion is philosophy,
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Knowledge of dic Sage
In tite Introduction of his Hikmar al-Ishráq, Suhrawardi dwells on te
relation reason and direct intuition must enjoy. Reason, te principIe at te heart
of te philosophical tradition, cannot be done away wit since some Peripatetics
principies, attainable only through a discursive process, remain valid and essential.
Consequently, reason must be incorporated into Ishrdqfphilosophy. Tite hierarchy
of the different stages attained by sagas which he establishes is indicative of tite
relation reason and direct intuition enjoy in itis philosophy. For instance, the most
perfect sage (hakím) is tite one who itas achieved the utmost level of perfection
in pitilosophical knowledge, in addition to Ihe utmost level of perfection in
mystical experience. It is upon such a sage that befalís the responsibility of the
supreme authority (ri ‘eisa) over the community and of th¿ vice-regency of Clod
(khilafar Alláh)61. Bot reason and direct intuition (i.e., mystical contemplation)
would appear to be on par and to have tite same heuristic value. However,
Suhrawardl goes on to say titat in te absence of such a perfect individual able
to develop these two faculties to titeir utmost perfection, the individual that will
deserve the responsibility of te supreme authority and te vice-regency of God
over te community will be tite one who will possess tite greatest amount of
mystical experience, whether he lacks great philosophical knowledge or possesses
none whatsoevert». Discursive knowledge alone is, terefore, insufficient for te
true seeker; moreover, it is insufficient for anyone who would aspire to become
te leader of te community, a malter much more crucial for the Islandc
community as a whole.
In addition, te office of God’s vice-regency requires te existence of a “direct
appointment”63.

In
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way,

mystical

knowledge,
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illumination as weB as mystical contemplation, is in need of a living proof (qutb),
cg., tose who are able to witness and who have already witnessed these divine
truthsM. Likewise, tite followers of Suhraward¡’s philosopity, in order to be able
to penetrate tite secrets of te philosopity of Light, must have already received
some sort of divine inspiration (barq ilñhO; while otiters, he notes, will not be
able to benefit at alí from what bis book, Tite Philosophy of Illumination itas to
,
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Hussayn Ziai, “The Source asid Natura of Authouity: A Study of al-Suhrawardl’s
Illuminationisí Political Doctrine,” itt cd. Charles E. Hutterworth, Tite Po/itica/ Aspeas of Islamie
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324-34.
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Suhrawardl mentions that tisese proofs (qurb) are essential, whether <bey are living, OF in
occultation; and wliat is alluded to liest is <he whola doctrine of prophets and prophetology, sea Ibid.,
11, 12; cf. Corbin, En islam iranien, II. 69-72.
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offer, itt witich case, they will have to depend on someone else for its
interpretationt5. Por Suhraward¡, direct intuitive knowledge is of the utmost
tmportance. It is only those who have received it, or perceived it, who are able to
guide others66.
Conclusion
In summary, Suhraward¡ considers knowledge to be acquired through
two distinctive, although interrelated, operations: rational demonstration and
mystical contemplation (musháhada). On te whole, the latter has logical and
epistemological priority over the former. The pre-eminence of a direct intuition
over philosophical reasoning is, to a great extent, ontological in nature.
Suhrawardi’s ontology, with its hierarchy of Lights, makes Light the essence of
everything and the principie at the heart of the knowing process. Itt addition, Light
is the fundamental principIe responsible, on the one hand, for the dissemination
and distribution of divine illumination and, on the other hand, of its correlate, i.e.,
mystical contemplation. Reason, although excellent and invaluable in the realm of
the sensible is limited in its efforts at grasping thcse divine truths, while direct
intuition, responsible for a more ímmediate and instantaneous access to these
Lights, embraces the whole spectrum of the divine effusion. Reason is deficient
since it is hampered in its efforts at grasping truths; whereas, direct intuition as
a receptacle for the divine is most capable of direct knowledge guaranteeing it
immediate and unhampered access to certainty and divine truths.
Suhrawardis classification of learned men according to their respective
merits itt philosophy nnul rnv«tic.~I e»cne.rieoce is revealin~ since it is direcí
intuition or mystical contemplation that is ascribed the predominant place, as
opposed to reason. A case in point is Suhrawardi’s statement that only mystics,
such as Sahí al-Tustarí (d. 896), Abú Yazid al-Bistámí (d. 874) and al-l’IallAj (d.
912, a disciple of al-Tustari and Junayd/’, have “achieved union (itrisál) with
the Active Intellect... they have surpassed discursive philosophy through their
personal experience”68. Another reason for the pre-eminence of this direct
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intuitive function appeais to be essentially religious in nature and linked to
Suhrawardi’s prophetology, inasmuch as it is only tite most perfect sage which
can witness tese truths titat deserves to hold God’s vice-regency, whetiter he is
embodied in a living proof (qutb) or is in occultation.
Witereas previous philosophers such as al-Fárábi and Ibn Siná had
extolled primarily intellectual faculties, Suhrawardi has brought direct intuition,
in the sense of mystical contemplation (musháhada), to the forefront as an
altemative -albeit more reliable- foundation to certainty. Moreover, he has
attempted to formulate te basis of what might be said to be an “esoteric
philosophy”69. His attitude towards the methods, of both tite philosophical and
the mystical traditions, paved the way for his own personal expression of mystical
speculations embedded in philosophical terminology’ and a posteriori
demonstrations. Inescapably, his “essentially” n’iystical tougitt is unable to avoid
emphasising intuitive knowledge as the ultimate source and criterion of true
knowledge70
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